ESU/ESUT Hands-on training in Transurethral therapy of LUTS - Bipolar TURP

Location: Room Europe (Hall B0, level 0)
Chair: T.R.W. Herrmann, Hannover (DE)

Aims and objectives of this presentation
The European School of Urology (ESU) and the EAU Section of Uro-Technology (ESUT) offer an intensive hands-on training course with different models focussing on the endoscopic management of LUTS. The delegates will be taken through a sequential programme of Bipolar TURP using normal endoscopic instruments in different models. A video demonstrating the different steps and tasks of the procedures will be presented and afterwards the delegates will be instructed according to their level of experience in small teams at the models. Finally, all remaining questions can be answered and discussed with all tutors including the demonstration of tips and tricks.
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